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Is water always a solvent Why or why not Answers com
Why is the statement Water is a solvent in any solution not always true Water is a polar liquid Solubility
depends on like dissolves like That means that water can only dissolve polar substances
Why is the situation water is the solvent in any solution
Water is a solvent for a number of different solutes including salt some alcohols sugar and so forth Water is
not a solvent for oily products for example
Chapter 7 Solutions Solvents Solutes Flashcards Quizlet
True or False A solution of alcohol dissolved in water is an example of a liquid dissolved in a solid
Chemistry Chapter 13 Review Flashcards Quizlet
Chemistry Chapter 13 Review STUDY PLAY True or false a solute dissolves in a solvent True The pressure
of the solution will always be less than the pressure of the solution Applied pressure required to prevent the
net movement of water from solvent to solution or from higher concentration to lower concentration
solvent is A the substance being dissolved B always a
1 In a solution the solvent is A the substance being dissolved B always a liquid C the substance present in the
greatest amount D always water 2 A solution may contain A only one solvent but many solutes B many
solvents but only one solute C only one solvent and one solute D many solvents and many solutes 3
Lecture Notes 3 Solubility Solutions and mixing
hydration it is referring to the enthalpy of solvation where the solvent is specified to be water This is a great
example of why understanding the actual process is so important People choose different notation People
choose different sign conventions You have to know what they mean Breaking up the solute solute
interactions will always cost energy Creating the solute solvent interactions will always release energy
solute molecules from the solutions with a lower solute
solute molecules from the solutions with a lower solute concentration into the one with a higher solute
concentration The Solution Process Section 13 1 13 Indicate whether each statement is true or false a A solute
will dissolve in a solvent if solute solute interactions are stronger than solute solvent interactions False
Which statement about water as a solvent is true
Which statement about water as a solvent is true 7075851
Which of the following statements is true A Unsaturated
Which of the following statements is true A Unsaturated solutions will not dissolve more solute B For most
substances the solid state is more dense than the liquid state C Density is not temperature dependent D A
nonpolar solute will dissolve in a polar solvent such as water
solutions Chem1
not make a signiï¬•cant contribution to the overall vapor pressure of the solution Solutions of salt or sugar in
water fulï¬•ll this condition exactly Other solutes that do have measurable vaporpressures
suchasiodineorethyleneglycolantifreeze canoftenbeconsiderednonvolatile in comparison to the solvent at the
same temperature
Water is a solvent â€“ Science amp Tech â€“ Skwirk Interactive
When discussing a new solution the solvent always refers to the liquid that is most greatly present So in the
case of a glass of premixed cordial water would be the solvent because there is always more water
Chapter 13 Solutions and Other Mixtures Oneonta
Chemical Mixtures Solutions and Other Mixtures Solute The substance that is dissolved into a solvent to
form a solution Why do some chemical species mix together to form homogenous solutions but others do not

Why do water and alcohol mix but not oil and water
s8pe 31001 ca 11 9 05 5 03 PM Page 308 MAZER PDF Solutes
Bronze is a solid solution Tin is the solute and copper is the solvent Solid solutions are not formed as solids
Instead the solvent me tal is heated until it melts and becomes a liq uid Then the solut e is added and the
substances are thoroughly mixed together When the mixture cools it is a solid solution
What is a solution Explain what is meant by a eNotes
For example the water may become sweet when you add sugar but the water will remain a liquid The
statement a solution is always clear but not always colorless means that the solution will
aqueous solution Can there be more solvent in a solute
Can there be more solvent in a solute Ask Question 5 begingroup The textbook statement you gave solvent
is always the one present in larger quantity is simply a convention that makes it easier for us to talk to each
other about mixtures of substances That is particularly true with the phrase that water is the universal solvent
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